Appointing a nominee
Quick summary:
If you’re 18 or older, you have the right to make decisions about your business with the
NDIS, including how we interact with you. We’ll always start from the principle that you can
make decisions for yourself. But we know making decisions can sometimes be hard. We’ll
check with you to see if you’re ok making decisions independently. If not, we’ll see if you can
make decisions with support. If you’re younger than 18 you can be supported by a child
representative.
If you’re not able to make decisions, even with support, we’ll explore who else can make
decisions and do things on your behalf. We call this representative decision-making, and we
call this person a nominee. The role of a nominee is voluntary, which means they don’t get
paid.
If you have a nominee, they’ll be responsible for making decisions about your business with
the NDIS and doing things on your behalf. They must listen to your wishes and do things that
support your personal and social wellbeing. They must also try to help you learn how to
make your own decisions. We’ll only appoint a nominee for you if it’s the only option to make
decisions about your business with the NDIS.
There are some decisions you need to make, such as the goals you want to pursue, and
which service providers you want to use. There are some decisions we need to make to
support you to do this. For example, we make the decisions about which supports we’ll fund
in your plan. And we decide whether to appoint or suspend a nominee.
When we say ‘we decide’ or ‘our decision’, we mean the decisions that the NDIA needs to
make. When we say ‘you decide’ or ‘your decision’, we mean the decisions that you need to
make about your business with the NDIS.

What’s on this page?
This page covers:
•

Do you need help to make your NDIS decisions?

•

What types of nominees are there?

•

Who can be your nominee?

•

What do we consider when appointing a nominee?

•

What are the duties of a nominee?
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•

How do you get a nominee?

•

When would a nominee appointment be cancelled or suspended?

•

What if you don’t agree with a decision we make?

You might also be interested in:
•

Child representatives

•

Your privacy and information

Do you need help to make your NDIS decisions?
If you’re 18 or older we:
•

assume that you’re able to make decisions about your life and your business with the
NDIS1

•

believe you’re the best person to make decisions that affect your life

•

want to help you build your skills in making decisions

•

want you to have every opportunity to act on your own behalf, with or without support

•

believe you should be involved in any decision-making that affects you, and wherever
possible make decisions for yourself2

•

believe you have the right to have choice and control and be at least an equal partner
in decisions that will affect your life.3

There are different ways you can get help to make decisions about your business with the
NDIS. You might want a support person like a family member, friend or an advocate to
attend NDIS meetings with you. Or you may like to give express consent so that we can
discuss and share information about your business with the NDIS with other people. Express
consent is different to a nominee because your support person can’t make decisions for you
like a nominee can. You can give express consent by using an NDIS consent form, or you
can tell us verbally, in writing, or in some other way that you communicate. You can talk to
us about how to get support for decision making at any time.

What decisions do you need to make about the NDIS?
There are lots of decisions you’ll need to make about your business with the NDIS. These
include:
•

what goals you want to pursue

•

how you’ll pursue your goals
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•

which service providers you want to get your NDIS funded supports from

•

when and how you get your funded supports

•

how your family, friends and people in your community support you

•

how you can get support from mainstream and community services

•

how you want your NDIS funding managed

•

how your NDIS supports are working for you.

What if I can’t or don’t want to make my own decisions?
As a last resort, if you can’t, or don’t want to make your own decisions about your business
with the NDIS, even with support, you can ask us to appoint someone to make these
decisions for you. We call this representative decision-making, and we call this person a
nominee. That is, someone represents you by doing things and making decisions on your
behalf.4 Under the laws for the NDIS, there are important rules about when it’s appropriate
for us to appoint a nominee, who can be your nominee and what their duties are. We only
appoint a nominee for you when it’s not possible to support you to make your own decisions
or you choose not to make your own decisions.
If you’re not sure whether you need a nominee, check whether the statements below apply
to you.
You might need a nominee if:
•

it’s very difficult or impossible for you to make important decisions that affect your life

•

you need a lot of help from someone else to work with us on making decisions about
your business with the NDIS

•

you need other people to work out what’s best for you

•

you need a lot of help from someone else to develop, understand or manage your
plan

•

you find it hard to work out or think about the information you need when making
decisions

•

you can’t tell us what you think is best for you.

In rare situations, we may decide to appoint someone to make decisions on your behalf even
if you don’t ask us to. We would only do this if there was no other way for decisions to be
made about you and the NDIS.5 Learn more about what we consider when appointing a
nominee.
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What types of nominees are there?
There are 2 types of nominees:
•

plan nominees

•

correspondence nominees.

A plan nominee can make decisions about parts of the preparation, management or review
of your plan, that you choose. They will receive notices from us relating to your plan, and the
details of the notices we send to you. A correspondence nominee can make some decisions
about your business with the NDIS, not including those for the plan nominee. We send
notices about you or for you to a correspondence nominee and tell them when we contact
you directly.
You can have either a plan nominee, a correspondence nominee, or you can have both. 6
You can have the same person as both your plan and correspondence nominee. 7 Or you
can have one person as your plan nominee and someone different as your correspondence
nominee. We can also appoint more than one person as your plan nominee. 8 For example,
we could appoint 2 people as your plan nominees, each person being responsible for
different decisions.

What is a plan nominee and what do they do?
A plan nominee can make decisions about:
•

planning – preparing, reviewing or replacing your plan9

•

managing your plan funding – receiving and managing your funding and using your
funding.10

A plan nominee can be appointed to do either or both of these things.11
You can have more than one plan nominee.12 If you have 2 or more plan nominees they may
each have different responsibilities. But only one can manage the funding in your plan.
You can ask us to limit the things your plan nominee can do. For example, you might want to
decide by yourself what goals you want to pursue with your NDIS plan, but you want your
plan nominee to help you manage your funding.13
We can also limit what plan nominees can and can’t do for you, depending on what
decisions we need them to make for you.14
When your plan nominee does something on your behalf we look at this as if you had done it
yourself.15
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If you have a plan nominee appointed by us they can only do something on your behalf if
they believe you’re not able to do it yourself.16 Learn more about the duties of a nominee.
Your nominee doesn’t have any criminal liability under the laws of the NDIS for:
•

anything you do or fail to do

•

anything the nominee does in good faith, in their role as your nominee.17

However, an exception to this would be if your plan nominee refused or didn’t comply with a
notice from us asking for a statement about the use of your funding.18 A nominee may be
responsible for criminal offences under other laws in this case.

What is a correspondence nominee and what do they do?
A correspondence nominee is someone who can make some decisions for you about your
business with the NDIS. But they can’t do anything or make decisions about:
•

preparing, reviewing or replacing your plan

•

managing the funding for supports in your plan.19

If you need someone to make decisions for you about your plan, you may need a plan
nominee.
A correspondence nominee can ask us for information about you, or for you.20 They can
receive letters and notices from us about you, or for you.21
When your correspondence nominee writes to us on your behalf, we treat this as if you had
written to us yourself.22 When we send your correspondence nominee a piece of information,
we treat this as if we’re sending it to you.23
Any notice we would normally give to you as a participant, we’ll give to your correspondence
nominee. 24 In most cases, we expect your nominee to respond to us if we ask for something
to be done, or information given to us.

How long can your nominee be appointed for?
Your nominee can be appointed for a set period of time or indefinitely. 25
If the appointment is for a set period, we can arrange for your nominee’s role to end:
•

after a period of time, for example, after 6 months

•

when a certain event takes place, for example, when you turn a certain age, or your
next plan review.26

Having a nominee appointed for a set period can be good when you’re building your
decision-making skills. You may have supports included in your plan to build these skills.
We’ll talk to you about the different help available for decision-making. We’ll also help you to
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change from having a nominee and representative decision-making, to supported decisionmaking when you’re ready.
A set period might also be best when:
•

we think we should review your need for a nominee after a period of time, for
example, whenever we do a plan review or a check-in27

•

we expect an appointed decision-maker, for example a guardian, will probably be
appointed for you, and you’ll only need a nominee until then28

•

the person you want as your nominee isn’t currently available and we need to appoint
someone else as a nominee until that person becomes available29

•

your nominee is a court-appointed or participant-appointed decision-maker, and we
think their role as your NDIS nominee should end when their appointment as your
decision-maker ends.30

When we decide how long to appoint your nominee for, we must also consider:31
•

what you want32

•

the opinions of any carers who help you to make decisions and manage your day-today activities33

•

the opinions of other people who support you.34

Who can be your nominee?
There are laws and rules we must apply when deciding who can be your nominee. Some of
the things we ask you to think about in the section What should you think about when
deciding who you want to be your nominee are about these rules. We work with you to make
sure whoever is appointed as your nominee is the right person for you. We want to make
sure that as a nominee, they’ll always be doing everything to support your personal and
social wellbeing.
We’ll ask you who you want us to appoint as your nominee,35 in whatever way you express
your wishes.36 For example, you might tell us verbally, write to us, you might express in a
non-verbal way, or through a support person.

Can I decide who I want as my nominee?
If you ask us to appoint a specific person, we’ll probably appoint that person.37 We will
check:
•

that this is your decision, and you haven’t been pressured to appoint them38

•

if there is a conflict of interest, for example, they’re also one of your providers39
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•

if the person is already helping you in your life and what they’re already doing to help
you.40

We’ll ask you if you have carers or other people who support you and make decisions in your
day-to-day life. If so, we’ll also talk to them and ask their opinion about you having a
nominee and if they think the person would do a good job.41
You might already have a government or court appointed decision-maker, who has similar
responsibilities to a nominee. Learn more about how we work with legally appointed decision
makers.
We need to make sure the person who will be your nominee understands what it means to
be a nominee and will do the best job they can for you.42 Learn more about the duties of a
nominee.

What questions do we ask about your proposed nominee?
When you have asked for someone to be made your nominee we’ll appoint them if we can. 43
But there is information we’ll need to collect, and things we’ll need to think about, before we
decide to appoint someone to be your nominee.
We’ll ask you and your proposed nominee some questions. We’ll think about the answers we
get to these questions before we decide to appoint your proposed nominee.
We’ll ask:
•

Has your proposed nominee given written consent to be made your nominee? 44

•

Have you and your nominee thought about your wishes, and how you might
communicate them to your nominee?45

•

Will the nominee appointment have a positive or negative effect on your relationships
with your family, friends and informal networks?46

•

Do you already have any arrangement with your proposed nominee?47

•

Have you and your proposed nominee talked about how they will help you to build
your capacity to make decisions for yourself?

•

Has your proposed nominee put any pressure on you to make them your nominee? 48

•

What do some of the other people who support you think about your proposed
nominee being your representative decision maker?49

•

Is your proposed nominee willing and able to:
-

work with others who look after your wellbeing50

-

involve you in decision-making51
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-

help you to make decisions for yourself52

-

work out what judgements and decisions you’d want to make for yourself 53

-

do all the activities needed of a nominee, for example, they might have to enter
into contracts on your behalf.54

•

Does your proposed nominee understand what they need to do in this role, and will
they be able to carry out these responsibilities?55

•

Do you trust your proposed nominee?56

•

Is your proposed nominee sensitive to your cultural and language background? 57

•

Can your proposed nominee understand and work with any communication system or
other supports you have (including relevant technology)?58

•

Do you make life decisions without help from a court or participant appointed decision
maker?

•

Does your proposed nominee have any conflict of interest with you?59

•

Does your proposed nominee have any convictions that would make them not
suitable to be your nominee?60

•

Has your proposed nominee given any information or answered any questions in
relation to their appointment, or refused to, particularly about any criminal history or
conflicts of interest?61

We need to think about their answers to these questions, and also think about them being
your nominee if they refuse to answer the questions.62
We’re responsible for making the final decision on who is appointed as your nominee for the
NDIS.63 However, we can’t appoint a nominee unless they have agreed to their appointment
in writing.64
If the person you want to be your nominee can’t be appointed for some reason, we’ll discuss
this with you. We’ll discuss if there is someone else we can appoint, or help you come up
with another option to support you in making decisions.
We’ll also talk with you about what type of nominee you want them to be.
Learn more about the different types of nominees.

What should you think about when deciding who you want to be your
nominee?
When you think about who you want to be your nominee you should ask yourself if that
person:
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•

is able and willing to carry out the duties and responsibilities of a nominee

•

is someone you trust

•

will do things that support your personal and social wellbeing

•

will support you by making decisions that are good for your personal and social
wellbeing

•

has the skills to support you

•

will help you to make decisions

•

will work with you to build your decision-making skills

•

is able to act on your behalf and make decisions for you

•

is able and willing to give written consent to be your nominee.

If you have a family member or friend who has always supported you to make decisions in
the past, you might want them to be your nominee. If we make this person your nominee, it’s
a way we can help you to:
•

strengthen your relationship with that person

•

make the support networks you already have more official.

You can also ask us to appoint a body corporate (an organisation or company) as your
nominee. The body corporate or organisation would need to give us the name of the person
who will be acting on your behalf.65
Being a nominee can be rewarding and can also be challenging and complex, even for those
people who already play a strong and important role in your life. We’re happy to explain what
the role involves, and to give support to the person, or people, who become your nominee.
Learn more about the duties of a nominee.

Who can’t be a nominee?
There are some people who can’t be appointed nominees.
A person under the age of 18 can’t be a nominee.66
The NDIA can’t be a nominee, but in some cases, someone who works for the NDIA could
be your nominee. They would need to have a personal relationship with you, for example, if
they’re a family member or friend. If so, they would be a nominee because of their personal
relationship to you, not as part of their work at the NDIA.67
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What do we consider when appointing a nominee?
There are laws and rules we must follow when we decide whether to appoint a nominee for
you. It’s important that you know what we think about, and how we decide if we should
appoint a nominee for you. Some of the things we ask you to think about in the section Who
can be your nominee are about these rules and laws.
We first assume you can make your own decisions that affect your life.68 You may need
support to build your decision-making skills, and your skills could improve over time.69
We also realise that sometimes it may be necessary to appoint a nominee to make decisions
and act on your behalf.70
We’d only appoint a nominee for you if it’s not possible for you to be supported to make
decisions for yourself.71
There are 2 ways a nominee can be appointed to act on your behalf:72
•

you can ask us to appoint a nominee for you

•

we can decide to appoint a nominee for you.

If you ask us to appoint a nominee, we'll usually appoint one.73
It’s only in very rare circumstances that we’d appoint a nominee for you when you haven’t
asked for one. For example, if we think you need a nominee but you’re unable to ask for one,
even with support. In this situation a family member, friend, or another supporter might ask
for a nominee for you or they might offer to be your nominee.74
The decision to appoint someone as a nominee would still need to be made by us once we
have assessed all the information. We need to make sure your proposed nominee is the
right person to be your nominee.
If you ask us to appoint a nominee, we need to check:
•

that no one has put pressure on you to appoint them – we’ll check with you to make
sure it’s your decision, and not because you have been pressured or wrongly
influenced by them75

•

if there’s a conflict of interest, for example, if they’re also one of your providers.76

If we think you might need a nominee, but you haven’t asked for one, we’ll look at:
•

whether we’ve discussed having a nominee with you77

•

whether you’re able to communicate with us and take part in the NDIS without having
a nominee appointed78
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•

our expectation that a nominee should only be appointed as a last resort, and with
safeguards in place to protect you79

•

whether you have a court-appointed decision-maker or a decision-maker you’ve
appointed yourself80

•

whether you have any other relationships that:81

•

-

you could rely on to help you make your own decisions

-

could be strengthened to help you make your own decisions

-

could be improved by the appointment of a nominee.

your opinion, and the opinion of:82
-

any person who helps you manage your day-to-day activities and make
decisions

-

any court-appointed decision-maker or decision-maker you have appointed.

Learn more about what you need to do to get a nominee.

How we work with legally appointed decision makers
You might already have someone legally appointed by a government, tribunal, court or panel
who helps with decisions or makes decisions for you in other parts of your life. For example,
a Public Trustee, guardian, or a family member. Or you may have appointed someone
yourself to make decisions for you.
If you have this type of decision-maker, we’ll discuss with them the types of decisions they
already help you with. If the decisions are similar to what you would need to decide in the
NDIS, we usually appoint them as your nominee.83 If their role is different to what you would
need in the NDIS, we’ll discuss with them, in writing, if you need a nominee and who we
might appoint.84
We’re responsible for making the final decision on who is appointed as a nominee under the
NDIS.85 However, we can’t appoint your legally appointed decision maker as your nominee
unless they have agreed to the nominee appointment in writing.86 We can’t appoint anyone
as your nominee unless they agree in writing to do it.

What are the duties of a nominee?
A nominee has duties to us when acting on your behalf, and they have duties to you as your
nominee. This is the case whether they’re a nominee that you requested, or a nominee that
we appointed.
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If someone is thinking about being your nominee, they can use the information in this
guideline to help them understand whether they can be your nominee. It will help them
understand what is expected of them. This information also helps you know what you can
expect from your nominee.87
If we appoint a plan nominee, a correspondence nominee, or both, there are certain duties
they must carry out. We need to make sure the person is willing and able to carry out and
keep to these duties.88
Your nominee must try to support you to make decisions89, and try to find out what you
would like to happen.90 They must also act in a way that supports your personal and social
wellbeing91.
Your nominee must also talk with other people in your life about anything they’re thinking of
doing on your behalf about your business with the NDIS.92
These other people could include:
•

for plan nominees, any other NDIS-appointed plan nominee you have93

•

any court-appointed decision-maker you have94

•

any other decision-maker you have appointed95

•

any person who helps you make decisions and manage your day-to-day activities –
for example, a family member, supporter, or carer.96

If you are unable to communicate what you want to happen, your nominee must try to work
out what they think you would like to happen.97
They might do this by:
•

looking back on other decisions you’ve made

•

thinking about the experiences they’ve had with you

•

talking with other people who know you well.

Your nominee has a duty to do their best and make a genuine effort to support you. 98 They
should:
•

help you build your skills so that you can make more of your own decisions, and if
possible, to a point where you no longer need a nominee99 – we’ll help your nominee
with this duty100

•

tell us about any conflict of interest they have in relation to you101

•

avoid or manage any conflict of interest they have in relation to you102 – for example,
if your nominee is helping you with decisions about providers and also provides you
with services that they get paid for.103
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If a plan nominee is appointed at your request, they can only do things on your behalf if they
believe either:
•

it’s not possible for you to do something, or be supported to do it104

•

it’s possible for you to do something yourself, but you don’t want to do it yourself.105

If you can do something by yourself but don’t want to, we’ll see if we can help. Remember,
other people can also help you make your own decisions. You can also give us permission
to talk to another person like a family member, friend or an advocate about your business
with the NDIS. We call this express consent. Express consent means you still make your
own decisions, but you can consent for someone else to do things like represent you at a
planning meeting, have access to information about your NDIS plan and advocate for you.
They might talk to us about your NDIS plan and then explain things to you. Express consent
is different to a nominee because your support person can’t make decisions for you like a
nominee can.106 You can give express consent by using an NDIS consent form, or you can
tell us verbally, in writing, or in some other way that you communicate.
If you want to build your skills to make your own decisions, we may be able to fund supports
in your plan to help you learn these skills if they meet the NDIS funding criteria.
Anything your nominee does on your behalf must comply with the laws of the state or
territory where you live. This includes if they are a court-appointed or participant-appointed
decision-maker, for example a guardian or a person appointed under a power of attorney.
They must comply with any obligations or restrictions placed on them under state or territory
laws.107
If we appointed your plan nominee, they may only do something on your behalf if they
believe you can’t either:
•

make the decision or complete the task

•

be supported to make the decision or complete the task.108

How do you get a nominee?
If you want to get a nominee, there are a few things to do and discuss.
First, you need to contact us, your local area coordinator or planner and ask us to appoint a
nominee. You can write to us or tell us about your request for a nominee. We’ll need to know
your proposed nominee’s name and contact details.
If a member of your family, carer or friend think you need a nominee, then they can also
contact us, your local area coordinator or planner to discuss it.
Learn more about how we decide about appointing nominees.
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We’ll ask your proposed nominee to provide proof of identity, if we don’t already have this.
Learn more about your privacy and information.
We then ask you and your nominee some questions that help us work out if your proposed
nominee is the right person to be your nominee. Learn more about the questions we ask
your proposed nominee.
We will send a letter to your proposed nominee. This will explain the duties of a nominee.
Your proposed nominee will need to respond to our letter consenting to being your
nominee.109
We’ll talk with you about how long you want your nominee appointed for.
If we approve your proposed nominee we’ll send an instrument of nominee appointment
letter to you and the nominee.110 This is a document that includes information about:
•

who has been appointed as your nominee

•

what type of nominee has been appointed

•

what things your nominee can’t do

•

how long the nominee is appointed for.

The notice of nominee appointment tells the nominee they need to let us know if there’s a
change in situation that affects their ability to be your nominee.111 We’ll write to each person
who is directly affected by our decision of whether or not to appoint a nominee.112 We’ll let
them know that they can ask for an internal review if they don’t agree with our decision to
appoint a nominee.113
This could include:
•

you, for example if you don’t agree with our decision to appoint a nominee, or don’t
agree with who we appointed as your nominee

•

the person who was appointed as your nominee

•

someone else who wanted to be your nominee.

We’ll also try to contact them by phone.
Learn more about how to ask for a decision to be reviewed.

What happens when you have a nominee?
If we appoint your proposed nominee we’ll issue an instrument of nominee appointment and
send a copy to you and a copy to your nominee.114
This is a document that includes information about:
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•

who has been appointed as your nominee

•

what type of nominee has been appointed

•

what things your nominee can’t do

•

how long the nominee appointment is for.

If you have a plan nominee appointed, we’ll contact them:
•

when we check-in to see how you’re going

•

the next time your plan is due to be reviewed.

Depending on what level of authority your nominee has been given, we’ll talk with them, and
you, about:
•

how your last NDIS plan worked for you

•

what goals you have

•

what supports you get from your family and friends

•

what supports you get from community and mainstream services

•

what supports you need from us to pursue your goals

•

how you and your nominee are building your capacity to make decisions.

Your plan nominee can also contact us if your situation or support needs change.
If your nominee has any questions about their role, they can talk to your planner, local area
coordinator or contact us for advice.

What if I don’t like something my nominee has done?
Your nominee must always act in your best interests. They are required to try to support you
to make decisions and they must try to find out what you want to happen.
If you have concerns about something your nominee has done you should talk to your
support coordinator, local area coordinator or planner for further advice. You can also
contact us.
If you still have concerns you can ask us to cancel your nominee. Learn more about when a
nominee appointment might be cancelled or suspended.

What do we share with your nominee?
Your nominee will receive information from us – we usually call them notices. A notice is
usually a letter giving you information, asking you to send us information or to do something.
We share different things depending on what type of nominee you have:
24 February 2022
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Correspondence nominee
If you have a correspondence nominee, then they will receive all notices we give under the
laws of the NDIS.115
When we give your correspondence nominee a notice, we look at this as if we have given
the notice to you on the day your correspondence nominee received the notice.116
If we give a notice to your correspondence nominee asking them to do something on your
behalf, then your correspondence nominee must respond to us. This includes if we ask them
to tell us about something, or give us information or a document, on your behalf.117 If they
don’t do this, you will be seen as having failed to comply with the requirement.118
However, there are times when we’ll contact you directly, or we may want you to do
something instead of your correspondence nominee. When we give the notice to you, we’ll
tell your correspondence nominee that we’ve given you the notice and give them details
about it.119
Plan nominee
If you have a plan nominee, we’ll send them any notices about the use of your NDIS funding.
Any notices about the preparation or review of your plan that we’ve sent to your
correspondence nominee, we’ll also send to your plan nominee.
If we ask them for a statement of how your funds are being used, your plan nominee must
respond to the notice and give us the statement.
If we give you a notice or letter about the preparation, management or review of your plan,
we must tell your plan nominee that we’ve given you this notice and the details of it.120
What if we need you to personally do something?
If a notice or letter asks you to personally do something, you will need to do it yourself.121 For
example, we may need you to attend a medical or psychological examination.122 So you’ll
need to take part in the examination, not your nominee. However, your nominee can go with
you if you want them to, and the examiner is okay with them being there.123
If you have a correspondence nominee appointed, we may need to explain to them what we
need you to personally do.124
If the requirement is about the preparation, management or review of your plan, then we
must let your plan nominee know what we need you to do.125
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What do we need your nominee to share with us?
Notice about a nominee’s ability to act on your behalf
We’ll give your nominee a written notice when they are appointed reminding them to tell us
of anything that affects, or is likely to affect:
•

their ability to act as your nominee

•

their ability to comply with notices we give them

•

our ability to give them notices.126

The notice we send will remind the nominee how soon they have to tell us about any of the
above situations. This should be at least 14 days from when the change happens or is likely
to happen.127
The notice will also tell the nominee how they should let us know.128 Your nominee must
comply with the notice.
Some of the reasons your nominee might have to comply with the notice are:
•

they’re moving house or interstate which might mean they’re unable to continue to be
your nominee

•

they change jobs and it affects them being your nominee

•

they need to be a full-time carer to someone else and it will affect the amount of time
they can help you

•

they’ll be travelling and it will be difficult to give them notices

•

a court or tribunal have appointed someone else to be your decision-maker

•

any other event that affects them being able to be your nominee.

Notice about use of your NDIS funding
We may send your plan nominee a notice, usually a letter, asking them to tell us how your
NDIS funds have been used.129
If we do this, we must include:
•

how the plan nominee should give us this information

•

the date they need to tell us by, which must be at least 14 days from the date we give
the notice.130

If your nominee doesn’t reply to the notice, or doesn’t give us the information we ask for,
unless they have a reasonable excuse, they will be committing a criminal offence.131
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Under the laws of the NDIS, if your nominee commits a criminal offence, the fact that they
were acting as your nominee does not make you criminally responsible for what they do or
don’t do.132
Please note our guidelines only consider criminal offences under the laws for the NDIS and
do not cover criminal offences under other laws.

When would a nominee appointment be cancelled or
suspended?
There are several reasons why we may suspend or cancel your nominee’s appointment.133
If your nominee doesn’t comply with certain duties, we’ll contact them to find out why not.
We’ll look at what they say when deciding whether to suspend or cancel their appointment
as your nominee.134
We want to make sure your nominee is acting in your best interests. If we become aware
they can no longer fulfill the role, or there is change in a court order, such as removing a
guardian, we may suspend or cancel that nominee appointment.
If we cancel a nominee appointment, that person is no longer your nominee from the time we
cancel. If we suspend a nominee appointment, the person can’t act on your behalf during the
time we’re deciding whether they can continue to be your nominee or not. 135 If we cancel or
suspend your nominee, we will stop sending correspondence to them and stop sharing
information about you.
We may suspend or cancel a nominee’s appointment if:
•

we’ve appointed a nominee on our initiative, and you ask us to cancel that
appointment.136 Once you ask us, we have 14 days to decide whether or not to cancel
your nominee’s appointment.137 If we decide to keep the person as your nominee we
must send you and your nominee a letter telling you our decision and the reasons for
this.138

•

if we send a written notice to your nominee, and they respond by telling us that they
can’t, or might not be able to help you make decisions and/or do things on your behalf
because of a change in their situation. Based on this, we’ll decide if it is appropriate to
suspend or cancel your nominee’s appointment.139 When someone becomes your
nominee, they agree to give us certain information if we ask.

If they don’t comply with one of our written notices, we may suspend or cancel their
appointment as your nominee. This includes if:
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•

your nominee fails to tell us that they can’t, or might not be able to help you make
decisions and/or do things on your behalf because of an event or change in their
circumstances140

•

your nominee doesn’t reply to a request from us for information about their use of
NDIS funding paid to them on your behalf.141

What if I want to change or cancel my nominee?
If the nominee was appointed at your request, we will change or cancel the nominee if you
ask us to.
If the nominee was appointed on our initiative and you ask us to change or cancel the
nominee, we must make a decision within 14 days. We will send you and your nominee a
letter if we decide to keep the person as your nominee.
Learn more about when a nominee appointment might be suspended or cancelled.
If you want to change or cancel your nominee, you can contact us. You can also talk to your
support coordinator, local area coordinator or planner for further advice.

When might we suspend a nominee’s appointment?
We may suspend a nominee’s appointment if it’s reasonable to believe your nominee has, or
is likely to cause you physical, mental or financial harm.142
We would send you and your nominee a copy of the instrument of suspension. 143 We’ll also
write to your nominee asking them to give us a statement within 28-days setting out the
reasons why their appointment as your nominee should not be cancelled.144
If we get a statement from them, we’ll look at what they say, and decide as soon as possible
whether or not they can continue to be your nominee.145
Once we’ve made our decision, we’ll send a letter to you and your nominee explaining our
decision.146
If we decide they can continue to be your nominee, the suspension will end and they can
continue to be your nominee.147

What do we think about when we cancel or suspend a nominee’s
appointment?
Before we cancel or suspend a nominee appointment, we must think about:
•

whether the nominee has done something that’s inappropriate or not in line with their
duties as a nominee148

•

how the nominee has behaved with you149
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•

the results of any review of your plan150

•

your opinion and the opinions of any person who cares for or supports you151

•

how it will affect you if we suspend or cancel the nominee appointment152

•

whether your nominee has been found guilty of a crime that is reasonably likely to
affect their ability to act as your nominee.153

We must also look at whether you still need a nominee and think about the reasons you had
a nominee appointed.154

When do we have to cancel a nominee’s appointment?
We must cancel a nominee’s appointment if:
•

you ask us to, and the nominee was appointed at your request155

•

your nominee writes to us telling us they no longer want to be your nominee.156

We must also cancel a nominee’s appointment if:
•

we have suspended your nominee’s appointment because we have reasonable
grounds to believe your nominee has, or may cause you physical, mental or financial
harm

•

we have given your nominee a written notice asking them to give us a statement
within 28-days, and your nominee does not respond to our notice within the 28-day
period.157

Once we’ve made our decision, we’ll send a letter to you and your nominee explaining our
decision.158 If we cancel your nominee’s appointment, we’ll send you both a copy of the
instrument of cancellation.159 When we say instrument, we mean a legal document.
When we look at suspending or cancelling a nominee appointment, we must always think
about how your personal and social wellbeing will be supported.
If we cancel or suspend an appointment, we may appoint another person as nominee for a
set period of time.160 The appointment process is the same as other nominee appointments.

What happens when we cancel or suspend a nominee’s appointment?
If we suspend your nominee’s appointment:
•

they won’t be able to perform any functions on your behalf as your nominee

•

we may appoint someone else to be your nominee for a set period of time.161

Before we decide to cancel or suspend your nominee’s appointment, we would find out the
reason they did or didn’t do what they were supposed to do. In most cases, we wouldn’t
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suspend or cancel your nominee if they reasonably believed they were doing what you
wanted.162 Or if they reasonably believed what they did, or didn’t do, would promote your
personal and social wellbeing.163
If we cancel or suspend a nominee, we will stop sending correspondence and stop sharing
information with them. We do not disclose information to anyone other than the appointed
representatives listed on your record. We will make sure correspondence will be sent to you
or another nominee instead.
If you have concerns related to someone acting on your behalf, or receiving correspondence,
you can talk to us.

What if I want my nominee’s appointment to continue?
If we decide to cancel or suspend your nominee’s appointment, and you’re not happy with
our decision, you can ask for our decision to be reviewed.164
In either situation, we must give you and your nominee a copy of the instrument of
suspension or cancellation.165
Similarly, if we decide not to cancel or suspend your nominee’s appointment, and you’re not
happy with our decision, you can ask for our decision to be reviewed.166
Learn more about how to ask for a decision to be reviewed.
You can also talk to your support coordinator, local area coordinator, planner or contact us
for further advice.

What if you don’t agree with a decision we make?
The NDIS law tells us what decisions can be reviewed. If you think a decision we’ve made
about your nominee is wrong, you can ask for a review of our decision if it was to:
•

appoint a plan nominee or a correspondence nominee167

•

suspend a nominee appointment, or not to suspend a nominee appointment168

•

cancel a nominee appointment, or not cancel a nominee appointment.169

Any person directly affected by a decision of the NDIA can ask for a review.170 This could
be:
•

you

•

a person appointed by a court or tribunal to make decisions for you

•

a nominee, someone who wants to be appointed as a nominee, or someone who
used to be a nominee.
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If we decide to appoint, suspend or cancel the role of a nominee, we’ll write to each person
directly affected by our decision.171
You can contact your local area coordinator or contact us to talk about the reasons for our
decision. If you still don’t agree with our decision to appoint, suspend or cancel the role of a
nominee, you can ask for a review of our decision.172 You have 3 months to ask for a review
after you receive our decision in writing.173 This means one of our staff, who wasn’t involved
in the original decision, will review the information and our decision.174
Learn more about how to request a review of a decision.
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